Plastic connectors

Medi-Vac® Products

Medi-Vac® plastic connectors are durable, shatter-resistant and
can help reduce the expensive replacement cost associated with
breakage. They’re light in weight and sufficiently transparent to
allow easy observation of flow.
The connectors are for single use to save you
valuable reprocessing time.
Both the sterile and non-sterile connectors are supplied in
convenient dispenser cartons. Each box is clearly labeled by type
and catalog number for ease in identification and reordering.

For more information, or to place
an order, please contact your
Cardinal Health sales representative or
call customer service at 800.964.5227.

Ordering information
NON-STERILE
Description

Cat. No.

Qty. Bx/Cs

STERILE
Cat. No.

Qty. Bx/Cs

6-in-1 Straight Connector				
	
Fits six sizes of tubing. Connect same size
tubes or use as a reducer for any combination
of 1⁄4˝ to over 9⁄16˝ (6 to 15mm) tubing.

350B

50/500

360A

25/200

5-in-1 Straight Connector				
	Fits five sizes of tubing. Connect same size
tubes or use as a reducer for any combination
of 3⁄16˝ to 7⁄16˝ (5 to 11mm) tubing.

350A

50/500

360

25/200

	
Sims Connector/Integration Nozzle				
	
Fits tubing with a diameter from 1⁄8˝ to 1⁄4˝
(3 to 6mm) in seven size increments. May be used
to connect same size to same size or as a reducer
for any combination from 1⁄8˝ to 1⁄4˝.

351B

50/500

361

50/400

“T” Connector				
352A

15/150

362

15/120

⁄4˝ connector is used to join two sections of 1⁄4˝ (6mm) tubing.

353A

50/500

363

50/400

⁄16˝ connector is used to join two sections of ⁄16˝ (8mm) tubing.

354A

50/500

364

50/400

⁄8˝ connector is used to join two sections of ⁄8˝ (10mm) tubing.

355A

50/500

365

50/400

	6-in-1 “Y” connector fits six sizes of tubing from 1⁄4˝ to over
356
15/150 366
9
⁄16˝ (6 to 15mm). It connects the same or different size tubes.				

15/120

	
Used to join three sections of tubing and can be
used in setups for bladder irrigation and siphonage.
Five steps on each leg of the “T” provide for tubing
connections from 3⁄16˝ to 7⁄16˝ (5 to 11mm).

Straight Connectors
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“Y” Connectors

6-in-1 “Y” Connector

⁄4˝ connector fits tubing from 3⁄16˝ to 5⁄16˝ (5 to 8mm).

358A

50/500

368

50/400

⁄8˝ connector fits tubing from ⁄16˝ to ⁄16˝ (8 to 11mm).

359

50/500

369

25/200
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